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U S E R  G U I D E | TOOLS 

TIMELINE 
The Impact Study of Facilitated Single-Visit Art Museum Programs on Students Grades 4–6 is the culmination of several 
years of planning and implementation. Below is a brief timeline of the project. 

 
The need for this study emerged from independent and simultaneous discussions within the NAEA and AAMD 
between 2010 and 2011. Both noted there was little available rigorous research about the value of art museum 
visits, hampering both associations’ abilities to respond to questions about the effects of facilitated single-visit 
art museum programs on students. While there are several studies that explore the effects of multi-visit art 
museum programs, there is a lack of information about facilitated single-visit programs, which was problematic, 
as museum educators always considered facilitated single-visit art museum programs as the most common way 
students experience art museums. At the time, the only known studies of facilitated single-visit programs were 
the ones conducted at the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville, Arkansas. However, these 
studies focus on one museum, one collection, and one student population. The NAEA and AAMD study sought to 
understand programs that represent museums nationwide, so the findings could be generalized to the field at 
large.  
 

2010–2013: STUDY ORIGINS 
● 2010–2011: Independent and simultaneous conversations within NAEA and AAMD identified the need for 

rigorous research to respond to questions about the benefits of art museums, specifically the effects of 
facilitated single-visit art museum programs on students. 

● 2011–2012: NAEA developed a research agenda, with the help of Randi Korn of RK&A, to answer the 
question, what are the benefits of art museums to people? Part of the process included identifying 
audiences that would be served by the research agenda. 

● 2013: The NAEA Museum Education Division director, informed by in-depth discussions with the leadership 
and membership from both partnering associations, determined that facilitated single-visit art museum 
programs were to be the focus of the first study from the research agenda. NAEA convened a task force to 
further define the scope of the research, develop a Request for Proposals to plan and execute the study, and 
establish a rigorous protocol for selecting the research consultant. NAEA and AAMD formed a formal 
partnership at this time. 
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2014–2015: PLANNING1  
● Summer 2014: NAEA received funding for the planning year through a generous award from the Samuel H. 

Kress Foundation and contracted the research team of RK&A; the then NAEA Museum Education Division 
director completed a six-week Kress Museum Education Fellowship at the Clark Institute of Art where she 
launched the project and created a preliminary framework for an annotated literature review.  

● Autumn 2014: A Core Team was formed, comprising representatives from NAEA and AAMD and working 
closely with RK&A. This team developed a strategic framework for the Research Initiative, which would focus 
on articulating the value of art museums to the K–12 community. Also, a working group comprising 11 art 
museum educators, representing NAEA’s geographic regions and a range of art museum types, sizes, and 
communities, convened to begin identifying a hypothesis and key components that influence research 
design, including program elements and possible student capacities to investigate. 

● Winter 2015: NAEA, AAMD, and RK&A submitted a proposal to IMLS to fund research on the impact of 
facilitated, single-visit art museum programs. Additionally, RK&A conducted a state-of-the-field survey to 
explore prevalent practices of facilitated single-visit art museum programs and conducted stakeholder 
interviews. An Advisory Group, representing various stakeholder audiences, was formed (pending funding) 
to review the research design, data collection tools, and report drafts. 

● Spring 2015: The Core Team finalized the capacities the research would explore, established a set of criteria 
for site selection, and began reviewing potential museums as research sites—seeking a range of museum 
sizes, geographic locations, and demographic communities. 

 

YEAR 1, 2015–2016: PILOT PROGRAM 
● Autumn 2015: AAMD and NAEA were awarded an IMLS grant. The Core Team, formed to oversee the study, 

now expanded to include RK&A. A project manager was hired.  
● Winter 2015: RK&A developed data collection tools that were reviewed by the Advisory Group and 

approved by an independent Institutional Review Board (IRB). The Walters Art Museum, in Baltimore, 
Maryland, signed on as a museum partner to pilot the instruments and protocols. 

● Spring 2016: Members of the Core Team completed an extensive literature review of learning research in 
museums. RK&A tested the student interview guide and questionnaire, teacher questionnaire, and 
observation guide at the Walters Art Museum. NAEA, AAMD, and RK&A identified the six museum partners: 
Columbus Museum of Art (Columbus, Ohio); Hammer Museum (Los Angeles, California); Museum of Fine 
Arts, Houston (Houston, Texas); Orlando Museum of Art (Orlando, Florida); Rhode Island School of Design 
Museum (Providence, Rhode Island); and Walters Art Museum (Baltimore, Maryland). 

● Summer 2016: RK&A reviewed results of the pilot study with the Core Team and Advisory Group. RK&A and 
NAEA submitted research applications to all involved school districts. 

 

YEAR 2, 2016–2017: DATA COLLECTION 
● Autumn 2016: RK&A finalized research approvals with school districts and invited schools to participate in 

the research. 
● Winter 2017: RK&A delivered and collected parent/guardian permission forms for student participation in 

the human-subject research and collected pre-program questionnaires.   
● Spring 2017: RK&A conducted museum and classroom observations and collected post-program data, 

including student interviews, teacher interviews, teacher questionnaires, and museum educator interviews. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Timeline aligns to a traditional school year calendar (September-June). 

https://arteducators-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/170/4b932a73-ee3e-4c14-9a4f-8855246c093a.pdf?1451956052
https://arteducators-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/172/c3f4a795-1541-486e-9110-8227db110582.pdf?1451956086
https://arteducators-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/370/b06aecf2-a6a9-470d-9a95-9bc8e98f3519.pdf?1452138647
http://bit.ly/ArtImpact
http://bit.ly/ArtImpact
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aevru_0VsdfXX6WGVnSdQa7XGX8UgEQo/view
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YEAR 3, 2017–2018: DATA ANALYSIS & REPORTING 
● Summer 2017–Summer 2018: RK&A processed data and prepared Final RK&A Summary Report & Discussion, 

Technical Report, and Appendix. Critical readers, including the Advisory Group, provided feedback on 
different versions of the report documents. 

● Summer 2018: Core Team planned and drafted User Guide. 
● September 2018: RK&A released the final study reports.  
 

YEAR 4, 2018–2019: DISSEMINATION OF FINDINGS 
● October 13, 2018: NAEA and AAMD hosted a culminating symposium at the Detroit Institute of Arts to share 

and discuss findings. 
● January 2019: Impact Study of Facilitated Single-Visit Art Museum Programs on Students Grades 4–6 User 

Guide was published on the study website.  
● Winter 2019: Core Team continued post-study results dissemination.  
 

 

https://youtu.be/o3StYPLS0aI
https://www.arteducators.org/research/articles/377-naea-aamd-research-study-impact-of-art-museum-programs-on-k-12-students
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